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(54) CONTROL SYSTEM

(57) A technology capable of more reliably matching
settings of setting items on a standard device side and
a safety device side in a control system (1) is provided.

The control system (1) includes a standard function
setting part (2a) that receives and sets an input of a set-
ting item related to a standard functional part (3) that
performs control of an operation of a device (6), and a
safety function setting part (2b) that receives and sets an
input of a setting item related to a safety functional part
(4) that performs control for managing function safety of
the device (6). When a value of a first setting item is set
in the standard function setting part (2a), a second setting
item related to a predetermined setting item is automat-
ically set to predetermined content corresponding to con-
tent of the first setting item in the safety function setting
part (2b).
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Description

BACKGROUND

Technical Field

[0001] The disclosure relates to a control system that
controls an industrial device, and more particularly, to a
control system having a standard function of performing
control regarding an operation of an industrial device and
a safety function of performing control regarding safety
management of the device.

Description of Related Art

[0002] In a control system that controls an industrial
device, one or a plurality of controllers (programmable
logic controllers (PLCs)) that perform control of input and
output of a robot or other industrial devices (hereinafter
also simply referred to as devices) deployed in a factory,
and the devices of which the operation is controlled by
the controllers are connected to a network of a control
system. The controller and the device perform transmis-
sion and reception of data by performing communication
over the network of the control system, and function as
a production facility.
[0003] The controller is configured by combining a plu-
rality of elements such as a CPU that executes a calcu-
lation on the basis of a control program, an input part that
is connected to an input device such as a sensor or a
switch and acquires an input signal from the input device,
an output part that is connected to an output device such
as an actuator or a relay and transmits an output signal
to the output device, a communication part that performs
transmission and reception of data to and from other de-
vices connected to the network, and a power supply part
that supplies power to each part.
[0004] At present, in order to deal with safety manage-
ment, a control system of an industrial device may include
a safety function of performing control regarding safety
management of the device, in addition to a standard func-
tion (non-safety function) of performing control regarding
an operation of the device. In such a control system, a
standard operation of the device is controlled using the
standard function of the control system, and when any
danger is detected, control regarding safety manage-
ment such as emergency stop of the device is performed
using the safety function independent of the standard
function. Here, the safety function includes, for example,
ensuring safety of a worker, for example, by reliably stop-
ping an operation of the device when an emergency stop
switch is pressed or a sensor such as a light curtain de-
tects a person’s entry.
[0005] This type of control system includes a safety
controller, a safety drive, a safety input unit and so on
conforming to a safety standard for realizing a safety
function, in addition to a standard controller for realizing
a standard function, and is used with, for example, vari-

ous machine tools or robots with arms. The safety con-
troller ensures high safety and reliability in control by in-
cluding a self-diagnosis function of a safety aspect in
addition to a logic calculation function and an input and
output control function similar to a general controller
(PLC). Examples of the above safety standard can in-
clude an IEC standard and an EN standard.
[0006] In the control system described above, it is nec-
essary to respectively set a parameter regarding the
standard function and a parameter regarding the safety
function in order to smoothly operate the safety function
in addition to the standard function, but it is generally
necessary to independently set and separately manage
the parameter regarding the standard function and the
parameter regarding the safety function.
[0007] For example, a unit can be set for each drive
shaft in some cases in order to set a target position or
the like of a drive shaft (motor shaft) in the device in a
user-friendly unit system. In this case, since the standard
controller performs control of an operation of each drive
shaft and the safety controller performs operation mon-
itoring for safety of the drive shaft, the same unit setting
is also required on the safety controller side. On the other
hand, a setting tool is separate on the standard controller
side and the safety controller side, and it is necessary to
individually perform a unit setting for both of the control-
lers. Therefore, setting work is complicated and difficult
to understand in some cases. Further, consistency of set-
tings is not necessarily secured between the standard
controller side and the safety controller side.

[Prior Art Document]

[Patent document]

[0008] [Patent Document 1] Japanese Patent No.
4336985

SUMMARY

[0009] The disclosure has been made to provide a
technology capable of setting a setting item regarding a
standard function and a setting item regarding a safety
function more easily or ensuring consistency of both of
the setting items more easily in a control system of an
industrial device.
[0010] The disclosure for solving the above problem is
a control system that controls a device, including: a stand-
ard functional part that performs control of an operation
of the device; a safety functional part that performs con-
trol for managing safety of the device; a standard function
setting part that performs a setting of a setting item re-
garding control of the standard functional part; and a safe-
ty function setting part that performs a setting of a setting
item regarding control of the safety functional part,
wherein, when a value of a first setting item is set in one
of the standard function setting part and the safety func-
tion setting part, a second setting item related to the first
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setting item is automatically set to predetermined content
corresponding to the content of the first setting item in
the other of the standard function setting part and the
safety function setting part.
[0011] Accordingly, when the user sets the first setting
item in one of the standard function setting part and the
safety function setting part, the second setting item re-
lated to the first setting item is automatically set to pre-
determined content corresponding to the content of the
first setting item in the other of the standard function set-
ting part and the safety function setting part. Therefore,
it becomes possible for the user to more easily set the
setting items in the standard function setting part and the
safety function setting part. Further, impairment of a func-
tion or safety of the entire control system due to the user
performing only a setting of the first setting item in one
of the standard function setting part and the safety func-
tion setting part, and a setting of the second setting item
being not performed in the other of the standard function
setting part and the safety function setting part can be
suppressed. The content of the setting item above in-
cludes items attached to the setting parameters, such as
a unit system, in addition to the values of the setting pa-
rameters themselves.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0012]

Fig. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an overview of
a control system according to an embodiment of the
disclosure.
Fig. 2 is a block diagram illustrating an overview of
a setting tool and a related configuration according
to an embodiment of the disclosure.
Fig. 3 is a flowchart illustrating an example of
processing content in a setting tool according to Em-
bodiment 1 of the disclosure.
Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b) are diagrams illustrating an
example of a screen display in the setting tool ac-
cording to Embodiment 1 of the disclosure.
Fig. 5 is a flowchart illustrating an example of
processing content in a setting tool according to Em-
bodiment 2 of the disclosure.
Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b) are diagrams illustrating an
example of a screen display in the setting tool ac-
cording to Embodiment 2 of the disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

[0013] In one or some of exemplary embodiments of
the disclosure, when a value of the first setting item is
set in one of the standard function setting part and the
safety function setting part, a user may be notified that
the second setting item will be set to predetermined con-
tent corresponding to content of the first setting item, and
when consent of the user is obtained in response to the
notification, the second setting item related to the first

setting item may be automatically set to predetermined
content corresponding to the content of the first setting
item in the other of the standard function setting part and
the safety function setting part.
[0014] Accordingly, when the value of the first setting
item is set in one of the standard function setting part and
the safety function setting part, the user is first notified
that the second setting item related to the first setting
item is set to the predetermined content corresponding
to the content of the first setting item in the other of the
standard function setting part and the safety function set-
ting part. When the consent of the user is obtained, the
second setting item is automatically set to predetermined
content corresponding to the content of the first setting
item.
[0015] As a result, after the content of the first setting
item is set by the user in one of the standard function
setting part and the safety function setting part and before
the second setting item is automatically set in the other
of the standard function setting part and the safety func-
tion setting part, it is possible to confirm the user’s inten-
tion. Therefore, it is possible to prevent the content of the
second setting item from being changed due to a defect.
[0016] In one or some of exemplary embodiments of
the disclosure, in the standard function setting part and/or
the safety function setting part, the first setting item and/or
the second setting item may be displayed to be identifi-
able from other setting items.
[0017] Accordingly, the user can more easily recognize
that there is a setting item to be set to the corresponding
content in the other of the standard function setting part
and the safety function setting part when viewing the dis-
play of the setting item in one of the standard function
setting part and the safety function setting part. As a re-
sult, when the user sets the content of the first setting
item, the user can confirm that the second setting item
is automatically set to the predetermined content more
reliably, or the user can be motivated to set the second
setting item to the predetermined content more reliably.
[0018] In one or some of exemplary embodiments of
the disclosure, when the content of the first setting item
is set in one of the standard function setting part and the
safety function setting part, the user may be requested
to release a predetermined security lock, and when the
user has released the predetermined security lock, the
second setting item may be automatically set to prede-
termined content corresponding to the content of the first
setting item in the other of the standard function setting
part and the safety function setting part.
[0019] Accordingly, after the content of the first setting
item is set by the user in one of the standard function
setting part and the safety function setting part and before
the second setting item is automatically set in the other
of the standard function setting part and the safety func-
tion setting part, it is possible to confirm that the user is
an participant. Thus, it is possible to prevent the content
of the second setting item from being changed due to a
defect or malice from an outsider.
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[0020] In one or some of exemplary embodiments of
the disclosure, when the content of the first setting item
is set in one of the standard function setting part and the
safety function setting part, the user may be notified of
the second setting item.
[0021] Accordingly, when the content of the first setting
item is set in one of the standard function setting part and
the safety function setting part and reflected in the content
of the second setting item, the user can more reliably
confirm what the second setting item in the other of the
standard function setting part and the safety function set-
ting part is. As a result, it is possible to cause the user to
be conscious of a range of influence of the change of the
first setting item on a safety function, and to suppress an
unnecessary setting change.
[0022] In one or some of exemplary embodiments of
the disclosure, in the standard function setting part, a
device of which the safety is managed by the safety func-
tional part may be displayed in an identifiable manner.
Then, in the standard function setting part, the user can
recognize at a glance a device on which the safety func-
tional part performs control for managing safety.
[0023] In one or some of exemplary embodiments of
the disclosure, when the value of the first setting item is
downloaded from one of the standard function setting
part and the safety function setting part to the standard
functional part or the safety functional part and set, a
notification may be performed in the other of the standard
function setting part and the safety function setting part
to indicate that the content of the second setting item is
to be downloaded from the other of the standard function
setting part and the safety function setting part to the
standard functional part or the safety functional part.
[0024] Accordingly, when the content of the first setting
item is downloaded from one of the standard function
setting part and the safety function setting part to the
standard functional part or the safety functional part and
set, the user can more reliably recognize, in the other of
the standard function setting part and the safety function
setting part, that the content of the second setting item
is to be downloaded from the other of the standard func-
tion setting part and the safety function setting part to the
standard functional part or the safety functional part.
[0025] The means for solving the above-described
problem can be used in appropriate combinations.
[0026] According to the disclosure, it is possible to set
the setting item regarding the standard function and the
setting item regarding the safety function more easily or
ensure consistency of both of the setting items more eas-
ily in the control system of the industrial device.

<Embodiment 1>

[0027] Hereinafter, embodiments of the disclosure will
be described with reference to the drawings. The follow-
ing example is an aspect of the disclosure and does not
limit the technical scope of the disclosure.
[0028] Fig. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an overview

of a control system 1 in this embodiment. As illustrated
in Fig. 1, various devices such as a standard controller
3, a safety controller 4, a safety drive 5, and a safety input
unit 7 are connected via a communication path 10, and
a safety network system in which transmission and re-
ception of data are performed between the respective
devices is formed. A drive shaft 6 of a device of which
safety is to be managed in the control system 1 is con-
nected to the safety drive 5. A safety input device 8 such
as an emergency stop switch or a light curtain is con-
nected to the safety input unit 7. A setting tool 2 is con-
nected to the standard controller 3, the safety controller
4, and the safety drive 5 via a communication path 9. The
communication paths 9 and 10 may be wired/wireless
dedicated lines or may be paths that use an Internet line
or the like.
[0029] Here, the setting tool 2 has a function of setting
parameters as setting items for performing control of var-
ious devices in the control system 1. A setting of the pa-
rameters and creation of a user program in the standard
controller 3, a setting of the parameters and creation of
a user program in the safety controller 4, a setting of
parameters in the safety drive 5, and the like are per-
formed. In the setting tool 2, each parameter is set using
a scheme such as direct input by a user or data upload
from the system. Further, each parameter includes a pa-
rameter that is common or related among the standard
controller 3, the safety controller 4, and the safety drive 5.
[0030] The standard controller 3 transmits a command
signal to the safety drive 5 via the communication path
10 and controls an operation of the drive shaft 6 for var-
ious devices. Further, the safety controller 4 performs
communication regarding control for safety management
with the safety input unit 7 and the safety drive 5 via the
communication path 10. Further, the safety controller 4
controls a function of emergency stop and monitoring of
the safety drive 5 by calculating safety input data from
the safety input unit 7 using a safety program and out-
putting a result thereof to the safety drive 5.
[0031] The safety input unit 7 is connected to the safety
input device 8, is also connected to the safety controller
4 via the communication path 10, and transfers input data
regarding safety from the safety input device 8 to the
safety controller 4. As described above, the safety drive
5 is a driver that controls the drive shaft 6 of the device.
The safety drive 5 controls the operation of the drive shaft
6 of the device on the basis of the command signal from
the standard controller 3, monitors the operation of the
drive shaft 6 of the device on the basis of the command
signal from the safety controller 4, and performs meas-
ures such as emergency stop, if necessary.
[0032] Fig. 2 illustrates a block diagram of the setting
tool 2 and a related configuration. As illustrated in Fig. 2,
the setting tool 2 is basically realized by a personal com-
puter connected to the communication path 9. More spe-
cifically, the setting tool 2 has a configuration (not illus-
trated) provided in an ordinary personal computer, such
as a display part such as a monitor, an input part such
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as a keyboard, a mouse, or another pointing device, a
processing part that performs predetermined signal
processing on the basis of information given from the
input part, and a communication interface part connected
to the communication path 9. Further, the setting tool 2
includes a standard unit setting part 2a, and a safety unit
setting part 2b.
[0033] The standard unit setting part 2a can perform a
setting regarding an operation of a standard unit 13 to
be described below. More specifically, the standard unit
setting part 2a has, for example, a function of selecting
and inputting numerical values themselves, units, or the
like of various parameters regarding an operation or per-
forming programming regarding the operation. Some of
the parameters set here have the same content as those
in the safety unit setting part 2b to be described below,
and when the setting in the standard unit setting part 2a
is changed, changed content is transmitted to the safety
unit setting part 2b and the setting in the safety unit setting
part 2b is also automatically changed.
[0034] The safety unit setting part 2b can perform a
setting regarding an operation of a safety unit 14 to be
described below. More specifically, the safety unit setting
part 2b has, for example, a function of selecting and in-
putting numerical values themselves, units, or the like of
various parameters regarding safety control or perform-
ing programming regarding the safety control. Some of
the parameters set here have the same content as those
in the standard unit setting part 2a, and when the setting
in the safety unit setting part 2b is changed, changed
content is transmitted to the standard unit setting part 2a
and the setting in the standard unit setting part 2a is also
automatically changed.
[0035] The standard unit 13 in Fig. 2 means an entire
device that performs control of the operation of the drive
shaft 6 of the device, and is a unit including the standard
controller 3 and the safety drive 5. Further, the safety unit
14 means an entire device for managing the safety of the
device, and is a unit including the safety controller 4, the
safety drive 5, the safety input unit 7, and the safety input
device 8. Here, the standard unit setting part 2a corre-
sponds to a standard function setting part in this embod-
iment. The safety unit setting part 2b corresponds to a
safety function setting part in this embodiment. The
standard unit 13 corresponds to a standard functional
part in this embodiment. The safety unit 14 corresponds
to a safety functional part in this embodiment.
[0036] Next, an example of process in the setting tool
2 in this embodiment will be described. Fig. 3 is a flow-
chart regarding a process in which the unit of the motion
control command and the unit of the monitor numerical
value for safety monitoring when an operation thereof is
performed are set to the same unit (degrees) for the drive
shaft of a control target in the setting tool 2.
[0037] As illustrated in Fig. 3, as the process in the
setting tool 2, first, the setting tool 2 enters a reception
state of a change of the parameter (setting item) in S101.
In this state, a user changes a unit of a motion control

command from mm to degrees in S102. Fig. 4(a) illus-
trates an example of a display screen in the setting tool
2 when the change is received in S101 and a display
screen in the setting tool 2 when the setting is changed
in S102. When the process of S102 ends, the process
proceeds to S103.
[0038] In S103, the same setting is automatically re-
flected in the safety unit setting part 2b. When the process
of S103 ends, this routine temporarily ends. Fig. 4(b) il-
lustrates a display of the safety unit setting part 2b before
and after this setting is reflected in the safety unit setting
part 2b.
[0039] As described above, in this embodiment, when
the user changes the unit of the motion control command
in the standard unit setting part 2a, the content is auto-
matically reflected in the setting in the safety unit setting
part 2b. Accordingly, it is possible to automatically ensure
consistency between the setting content of the parame-
ters regarding the standard controller 3 of the standard
unit 13 and the setting content of the parameters regard-
ing the safety controller 4 of the safety unit 14, and to
prevent confusion of the user due to inconsistency be-
tween the setting content of the parameters.
[0040] The unit of the motion control command set for
the standard unit setting part 2a corresponds to a first
setting item in this embodiment. Further, a unit of a mon-
itor numerical value at the time of safety monitoring re-
flected in the safety unit setting part 2b corresponds to a
second setting item in this embodiment. The unit degrees
corresponds to content of the first setting item and pre-
determined content of the second setting item in this em-
bodiment.

<Embodiment 2>

[0041] Next, Embodiment 2 in the disclosure will be
described. An example in which, when the user changes
the unit of the motion control command in the standard
unit setting part 2a, content to be reflected in the setting
in the safety unit setting part 2b is not automatically re-
flected as it is, but a notification is performed using the
setting tool 2 to indicate that the same content will be
reflected in the setting in the safety unit setting part 2b
(which is also a setting in the safety unit 14) will be de-
scribed in this embodiment.
[0042] Fig. 5 is a flowchart regarding a process in which
the unit of the motion control command and the unit of
the monitor numerical value for safety monitoring of when
an operation thereof is performed are set to the same
unit (degrees) for the drive shaft of a control target in the
setting tool 2 of this embodiment. In this embodiment,
when the process is started, the setting tool 2 enters a
reception state of a change of the parameter (setting
item) in S101. In this state, the user changes the unit of
the motion control command from mm to degrees in
S102. Fig. 6(a) illustrates an example of a display screen
in the setting tool 2 when the change is received in S101
and a display screen in the setting tool 2 when the setting
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is changed in S102. When the process of S102 ends, the
process proceeds to S201.
[0043] In S201, the setting tool 2 notifies the user that
the change will be reflected in the same setting item of
the safety unit setting part 2b. A display on a display
device of the setting tool 2 in this case is illustrated in
Fig. 6(b). When the process of S201 ends, the process
proceeds to S202.
[0044] In S202, the user clicks an OK button. When
the process of S202 ends, the process proceeds to S103.
In S103, the same setting is reflected in the safety unit
setting part 2b. When the process of S103 ends, this
routine temporarily ends. Fig. 6(c) illustrates a display of
the safety unit setting part 2b before and after this setting
is reflected in the safety unit setting part 2b.
[0045] As described above, in this embodiment, when
the user changes the unit of the motion control command
in the standard unit setting part 2a, a notification is per-
formed to indicate that the change will be reflected in the
setting of the safety unit setting part 2b (the safety unit
14 on an actual display), and the change can be reflected
in the setting of the parameter in the safety unit setting
part 2b once the user expresses his or her intention by
clicking OK. Accordingly, it is possible to ensure consist-
ency between the setting content of the parameters re-
garding the standard controller 3 of the standard unit 13
and the setting content of the parameters regarding the
safety controller 4 of the safety unit 14 more reliably, and
to prevent confusion of the user due to inconsistency
between setting content of the parameters.
[0046] The unit of the motion control command set for
the standard unit setting part 2a corresponds to a first
setting item in this embodiment. Further, a unit of a mon-
itor numerical value at the time of safety monitoring re-
flected in the safety unit setting part 2b corresponds to a
second setting item in this embodiment. The unit degrees
corresponds to content of the first setting item and pre-
determined content of the second setting item in this em-
bodiment.
[0047] In Embodiments 1 and 2, in a display of the
standard unit setting part 2a, the setting items in which
the content of the setting change is to be reflected in the
setting in the safety unit setting part 2b may be displayed
so that the setting items are distinguishable from setting
items in which the content of setting need not be reflected.
For example, a background color or text itself of the set-
ting items is differentiated in color from the surroundings.
Accordingly, the user can more strongly be made aware
of the fact that the changed content of the setting items
is reflected in the setting content of the safety unit setting
part 2b.
[0048] In Embodiments 1 and 2, when the user chang-
es the unit of the motion control command in the standard
unit setting part 2a, a range of parameters in the safety
unit setting part 2b influenced by the change may be dis-
played. Accordingly, it is possible to cause the user to be
conscious of an influence range of the setting change,
and to suppress an unnecessary change.

[0049] Further, in Embodiments 1 and 2, before the
user changes the unit of the motion control command in
the standard unit setting part 2a, or after the user changes
the unit of the motion control command in the standard
unit setting part 2a and before the change is reflected in
the setting in the safety unit setting part 2b, an input of a
password may be requested. Thus, it is possible to pre-
vent the content of the first setting item and the content
of the second setting item from being changed due to a
defect or malice from an outsider.
[0050] Further, in Embodiments 1 and 2, while the ex-
ample in which the user manually changes the content
of the setting items of the standard unit setting part 2a
has been described, it is obvious that the disclosure may
be applied to a case in which the content of setting items
is uploaded from a system.
[0051] Further, in Embodiments 1 and 2, the example
in which, when the user changes the unit of the motion
control command in the standard unit setting part 2a, the
content of the change is automatically reflected in the
setting of the unit of the monitor numerical value when
safety monitoring is performed in the safety unit setting
part 2b has been described. However, in the disclosure,
in a case in which the user changes the unit of the monitor
numerical value when safety monitoring is performed in
the safety unit setting part 2b, the content of the change
may be automatically reflected in the setting of the unit
of the motion control command in the standard unit set-
ting part 2a.
[0052] In Embodiments 1 and 2, the setting item in-
cludes a numerical value itself of the parameter, and an
item associated with the numerical value of the param-
eter. For example, although the unit of a target value of
the motion control command is changed in the embodi-
ments, the disclosure may be applied to a change of the
target value itself of the motion control command. Fur-
ther, although the case in which the setting item is com-
mon to the standard unit setting part 2a and the safety
unit setting part 2b has been described in the embodi-
ments, the setting item is not necessarily common, and
the disclosure can be applied to a case in which mutual
relevance is maintained and the other setting item is
uniquely determined when one setting item is deter-
mined.

[Explanation of sign]

[0053]

1: control system, 2: setting tool, 2a: standard unit
setting part (standard function setting part), 2b: safe-
ty unit setting part (safety function setting part), 3:
standard controller (standard functional part), 4:
safety controller (safety functional part), 5: safety
drive, 6: drive shaft (device), 7: safety input unit, 8:
safety input device, 9: communication path, 10: com-
munication path, 13: standard unit, 14: safety unit,
S101∼S103, S201, S202 : step
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Claims

1. A control system (1) that controls a device (6), com-
prising:

a standard functional part (3) that performs con-
trol of an operation of the device (6);
a safety functional part (4) that performs control
for managing safety of the device (6);
a standard function setting part (2a) that per-
forms a setting of a setting item regarding control
of the standard functional part (3); and
a safety function setting part (2b) that performs
a setting of a setting item regarding control of
the safety functional part (4),
wherein, when a value of a first setting item is
set in one of the standard function setting part
(2a) and the safety function setting part (2b), a
second setting item related to the first setting
item is automatically set to predetermined con-
tent corresponding to the content of the first set-
ting item in the other of the standard function
setting part (2a) and the safety function setting
part (2b).

2. The control system (1) according to claim 1,

wherein, when a value of the first setting item is
set in one of the standard function setting part
(2a) and the safety function setting part (2b), a
user is notified that the second setting item will
be set to predetermined content corresponding
to content of the first setting item, and when con-
sent of the user is obtained in response to the
notification, the second setting item related to
the first setting item is automatically set to pre-
determined content corresponding to the con-
tent of the first setting item in the other of the
standard function setting part (2a) and the safety
function setting part (2b).

3. The control system (1) according to claim 1 or 2,
wherein, in the standard function setting part (2a)
and/or the safety function setting part (2b), the first
setting item and/or the second setting item is dis-
played to be identifiable from other setting items.

4. The control system (1) according to any one of claims
1 to 3, wherein release of a predetermined security
lock is requested before the automatic setting.

5. The control system (1) according to any one of claims
1 to 4, wherein, when the content of the first setting
item is set in one of the standard function setting part
(2a) and the safety function setting part (2b), the user
is notified of the second setting item.

6. The control system (1) according to any one of claims

1 to 5, wherein, in the standard function setting part
(2a), a device (6) of which the safety is managed by
the safety functional part (4) is displayed in an iden-
tifiable manner.
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